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Like the IFC, the French financial regulatory bodies AMF and ACPR used Urgewald’s Global Coal Exit 

List to assess the exposure of French financial institutions to coal. The French Insurance Federation 

and the French Association of Asset Managers also recommended their members to use the GCEL.  

 

Conversely, if it did not recommend a specific database to its members, the French Banking Federation 

used a list of 500 companies provided by Trucost to assess the exposure of its members to the coal 

sector.  

 

Reclaim Finance analyzed this list and compared it with the GCEL.  

 

 

1. The Trucost-FBF list focuses on coal mining and power companies. The GCEL, conversely, 

features companies whose activities range from coal mining, coal trading, and transport to 

coal power generation and manufacturing equipment for the coal industry. In this regard, 

the GCEL meets the ACPR/AMF’s recommendation to cover the whole coal thermal value 

chain.  

All 32 companies exclusively listed on the GCEL because of their plan to develop new coal transport 

infrastructures (railways or port terminals) are missing from the Trucost-FBF list. These billion-dollar 

investments are essential to the expansion of the coal industry and would lock countries into a long-

term path of coal development. Companies such as Essar Ports & Terminals the Italian-Thai 

Development Public Company should be shunned by financial institutions, along with many others 1 

 

 

2. The Trucost-FBF list misses some of the biggest coal companies worldwide such as China 

Datang Corporation, China Huaneng Group Co, Ltd, and China Huadian Co Ltd. Each of them 

operates approximately 100 GW of coal capacity, and they collectively have more than 77 

GW of new coal power capacity in the pipeline.  

 
1 Hard coal mines cannot be opened without access to coal railways or ports. In Mozambique, companies like 

Essar Ports & Terminals or the Italian-Thai Development Public Company therefore play a central role in 

determining whether the country’s enormous coal reserves will be developed. Essar Port & Terminals is 

developing a 20 million tons per annum coal terminal in the Mozambican port city of Beira and the Italian-Thai 

Development Public Company is building a 600 km railway and a deep sea port at Macuse for the export of up 

to 100 million tons of coal annually. 

Similarly, coal plants can only be situated in areas where adequate infrastructure enables their coal supply. A 

typical example is Bangladesh, where the Payra Port Authority is building a deep-sea coal terminal to enable 

annual imports of 20 million tons of coal for a planned hub of new coal power stations.  

 

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/05541643-0001-467d-883c-5d7a127ffd57/IFC+Greening+Report+Sept+2020.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=nisvaOC&ContentCache=NONE&CACHE=NONE
https://www.amf-france.org/en/news-publications/news-releases/amf-news-releases/amf-and-acpr-publish-their-first-report-monitoring-and-evaluation-financial-institutions-coal
https://reclaimfinance.sharepoint.com/sites/ReclaimCloud/Documents%20partages/4.%20Données%20entreprises/GCEL/GCEL%20vs%20TruCost/coalexit.org
https://reclaimfinance.sharepoint.com/sites/ReclaimCloud/Documents%20partages/4.%20Données%20entreprises/GCEL/GCEL%20vs%20TruCost/coalexit.org
https://www.ffa-assurance.fr/la-federation/publications/rse-et-developpement-durable/recommandations-sur-la-definition-une
https://www.afg.asso.fr/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-03-afg-guide-charbon-web.pdf
https://observatoiredelafinancedurable.com/en/data/fbf-calculation-methodology/
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Another company missing from the Trucost-FBF list is the Russian company JSC SUEK Group, even 

though it is the 10th biggest coal producer in the world with 106 million tons of coal produced in 2019. 

The Russian company also produces electricity, more than 90% of which is made from coal, from its 

14 GW coal power plants. 

 

This is also the case of three other Russian mining companies Alltech, Ural Mining Metallurgical, and 

EN+ to which Société Générale provided more than 1.6 billion euros between January 2016 and June 

2019. 

 

 

3. The Trucost-FBF list misses many companies planning new coal projects, including 216 

companies planning the development of new coal plants, for more than 438 GW of new coal 

power capacity – more than the current capacities of Germany, India, Japan, Russia, and 

South Africa put together. 

The Japanese conglomerate Sumitomo2 is one of the many companies missing from the Trucost-FBF 

list. Inversely, the GCEL provides a set of information related to Sumitomo’s exposure to the coal 

sector and mentions its involvement into the new coal power projects: Tanjung Jati B (also known as 

Jawa-4) in Indonesia and Van Phong 1 in Vietnam. 

 

The ACPR/AMF report refers to Sumitomo to illustrate how important the choice of the data used 

by financial institutions is to implement their coal policies. The report speaks about an asset 

manager that did not identify any coal power production or revenues from the production of coal 

despite the fact that “the 2019 annual report for the company states that the group is 26 committed 

to reducing its share of electricity from coal from 50% to 30%, far beyond the threshold set by the 

manager”. “This example raises the question of the data used by the manager in applying its policy 

and of the controls performed by the management company on the quality of the data transmitted by 

its data provider”.  

 

 

4. While no database is perfect, the quality of the data provided by Trucost is questionable 

Reclaim Finance got access to the coal share of revenues provided by Trucost for many coal 
companies and could compare the data with the estimation of the Global Coal Exit List.  
 
As indicated in the report of ACPR and AMF, finding this data is very complicated if not impossible, 
and “there could be significant differences in the estimation of the different criteria by data providers, 
or with data reported by issuers (where such data exist), which could cause a given issuer to go above 
or below the exclusion thresholds.” Thus, the ACPR and AMF recommend financial institution to use a 

 
2 Trucost and some financial institutions will argue that Sumitomo is too diversified. While that’s correct, coal-

related decisions are very centralized for Sumitomo. On the contrary, one might wonder why Berkshire 

Hathaway Inc is. listed by Trucost. while most coal-related decisions and capital raising are made at its daughter 

company Berkshire Hathaway Energy. Berkshire Hathaway Energy Company produces 48% of its electricity from 

coal, generates 18% of its revenues from coal, and itself owns 10 subsidiaries that are all listed on the GCEL. 

They would fall under many exclusion criteria adopted by French financial institutions, while Berkshire Hathaway 

Inc to which Trucost allocates less than 2% of coal share of revenues would not be excluded.  

 

https://www.amisdelaterre.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/rapport-sortieducharbon-lafinancefrancaiseenordredemarche-final.pdf
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set of different criteria and in particular an absolute exclusion criterion to overcome the shortcomings 
of a relative exclusion criteria.   
 
When it is not possible to find the exact coal share of revenues or power generation, Urgewald doesn’t 
guess or arbitrarily determine it, but indicates an order of magnitude, for example that a company 
might generate more than 20% of its revenues or less than 50% of its power generation from coal.  
 
Our comparison of the data found by Trucost and Urgewald for the same companies put high doubt 
on the quality of Trucost’s methodology. Among the many examples we could refer to, we pick three 
of them: Glencore, Adani Entreprises and Sasol. 
 

• A famous example also identified in the ACPR, and AMF report is Glencore. Despite being 

the world’s 9th largest thermal coal producer in 2019, with 123.9 MT of coal produced that 

year, Trucost estimate it generates approximately 5% of its revenues from coal, against 

more than 20% for the GCEL. 

• Adani Enterprises Limited is an important coal trader and engages in coal mining operations 

as well as coal-unrelated business activities. While Trucost estimates at less than 5% its coal 

share of revenues, the GCEL estimates it at 75%. The company has traded 78,76 Mt of coal in 

the last fiscal year, through its IRM segment, whose business activities seem to be 100% coal-

related and has contributed 71% to the company’s total Revenue from Operations. Trucost 

appears to only look at the revenue of the company’s mining segment when determining the 

coal share of revenues, which paints a very distorted picture of Adani Enterprises’ coal 

business.  

• A good final example is the South African Sasol, the world leader in converting coal into 

liquid fuel, an incredibly dirty process with a huge CO2 footprint. The company’s Secunda 

plant is the single largest source of carbon emission in the world. Trucost reports Sasol only 

generates approximately 2% of its revenues from coal. Urgewald’s GCEL could not find an 

estimation of its coal share of revenues but indicates that Sasol produced 36.1 MT of coal in 

2019. Thus, financial institutions which use Trucost and have a policy that exclusively looks at 

companies’ coal share of revenues would keep supporting Sasol despite its huge carbon 

footprint.  

 

 


